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Only within is near; all else is far.
Within is tightly packed and every day,
brimful with everything they cannot say.
The island is a much-too-little star
space takes no notice of and silently
and dreadfully destroys as if unknown.
A thing unheard—a thing no one can see;
alone—
it thinks all this will end in darkness—done—
and tries to plot its own self-blinded, cryptic
course, outside of any scheme&#39;s elliptic
of planets, solar systems, or the sun.
—Rainer Maria Rilke, “The Island (III),” New Poems)

It’s a year now, we share an immense solitude. Wishing to see the end to

Rilke, in his poem “The Island (III),” says that man sometimes just turns

it, coupled sometimes with angst, sometimes with hope, this is the first

in upon himself, remote from the world; recedes like a humble star in

extraordinary state we experience collectively in the world as we know.

a galaxy, fades away. Aware that he can never be close to another soul,

And the foremost collective sense of deprivation that comes with it is

he wishes the end of his existence remote from everything else while

intimacy. Physical, social, sensual, visual, audial intimacies are the first

sustaining his motion in the galaxy. Keeping our light shining bright when

associations that come to mind with this word that also accommodates

we recede from everything has been possible with the voice saying “I am

a sense of privacy.

here,” echoing in our islands. Are we heard or those voices just
evanesce away?

Mothers hold their newborns’ hand when they first embrace them as a
welcome. Intimacy established by the individual with the mother through

Starting out from this sense, All Else Is Far exhibition focuses on

touch, sound, gestures, gradually extends into the immediate environment,

longing, feeling trapped, and alienation in the context of sensual

then to social groups. And the ultimate sense of intimacy you feel when you

intimacy. Contrast between the impossible intimacy with other bodies

fall in love is founded in the basic intimacies experienced in infancy.

and the intimacy we established within our own and its close physical

In other words, we begin to exist, we subsist, by touching a body, by seeing,

environment into which it is trapped, is explicit and acute. With this

hearing, smelling it since the moment we are born. This mutuality is not

exhibition, works of artists from various generations, created at different

limited to the physical; it also enables shared feelings, attunement. The

times and within different contexts, display shared moods, feelings,

unprecedented process we begrudgingly found ourselves in disrupted our

and dreams of today; lustful bodies stuck in a sofa, trapped in the

right to intimacy, that distinctive quality of being a human, perhaps even

house, longing for being freely out in the streets, for other bodies, find

more so for those people living in metropolises. When the ordinary flow of

their voices, emphasize our shared wish of days of reunion, not in the

life fed with substantial systems’ opportunities is interrupted, the lure of

imagination but for real.

touching unreachable bodies and the unreachable nature amplifies.

Sarkis

2017
Fineart print on Hahnemühle Photo Rag paper
mounted on aluminium, LED (by LamArts)
110 x 165 cm

Sarkis (b. 1938). A graduate of Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University, he had his
first exhibition at the Istanbul Art Gallery in 1960. He then moved to Paris.
His works have been exhibited worldwide in established institutions, such as
Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris; Guggenheim Museum, New York; Musée
d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris; Kunst-und-Austellungshalle, Bonn; Musée
du Louvre, Paris; Bode Museum, Berlin; Fondazione MAXXI, Rome; and
Kunsthalle Düsseldorf. Important group exhibitions include When Attitudes
Become Form, Kunsthalle Bern (1969); documenta VI & VII, Kassel (1977
& 1982); and Venice, Sydney, Shanghai, São Paulo, Moscow, and Istanbul
biennials. Among his recent solo and group exhibitions are UNTITLED,
Dirimart, Istanbul (2020); What Time Is It?, ARTER, Istanbul (2019);
Paradjanov with Sarkis, Pera Museum, Istanbul (2018); Mirror, Dirimart,
Istanbul (2017); Sarkis avec Paradjanov, Villa Empain-Fondation Boghossian,
Brussels (2016); Il Grido, Galerie Nathalie Obadia, Brussels (2016);
Istanbul. Passion, Joy, Fury, Fondazione MAXXI, Rome (2015); Salt Water,
14th Istanbul Biennial (2016); Respiro, 56th Venice Biennale, Turkish Pavilion
(2015); Armenity, 56th Venice Biennale, the Armenian Pavilion Group
Exhibition (2015); Sarkis–Cage/ Ryoanji Interpretation, ARTER, Istanbul
(2013); Site, Istanbul Museum of Modern Art (2009). His works are held in
numerous museums and private collections. The artist lives and
works in Paris.

Furkan Akhan
Untitled
2019
Oil on canvas
40 x 40 cm

Furkan Akhan
Atlet
2020
Oil on canvas
60 x 50 cm

Furkan Akhan
Untitled
2020
Oil on canvas
180 x 190 cm

It happens that one of these days I keep
facing the confinements of walls, even
sometimes limits of my body, during when
I met Alice Star, a character in Murathan
Mungan’s Üç Aynalı Kırk Oda [Three Mirrored
Forty Rooms]. Alice is bored with the
world, its banality, overwhelmed with her
disappointments of the very foundation
of her existence. And abducted to the sky,
unexpectedly, dashingly… I am very jealous of
Furkan Akhan (b. 1997, Istanbul). In 2011, he enrolled to the Avni Akyol

Alice’s finding joy of life far away from Earth,

Highschool of Fine Arts and in 2019 graduated from the Department of

in the planet Votoroqxqua, after all those

Painting at Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University. He conducts his graduate

withdrawals, abandonments, blues since her

studies at the same department. Among his recent exhibitions are

childhood… Yet, I enjoyed accompanying her

Ben Bir Başkasıdır, Faar Art & Design, Istanbul (2020); Moving Pictures,

in her voyage through constellations. :)

Bilsart, Istanbul (2019); Night Notes, MARTCH Art Project, Istanbul (2018)

At some point, Alice and Mungan whispered to

and From Nowhere, Rem Art Space, Istanbul (2017). The artist lives and

me: When I look inward too much, my sense of

works in Istanbul.

vertigo relapses.

Nasan Tur
Who Am I?
2017
Mirror
100 x 80 cm

Nasan Tur
I am not afraid
2017
Mirror
100 x 80 cm

Nasan Tur (b. 1974, Offenbach). He graduated from the Academy of
Art and Design Offenbach and Academy of Art Städelschule Frankfurt.
He has exhibited extensively, including solo exhibitions at Nasan Tur,
Museumsquartier - Felix Nussbaum Haus, Osnabrück (2019); Agony, Pori
Art Museum, Pori (2018); Splinter In My Eye, Dirimart, Istanbul (2017);
Oldenburger Kunstverein (2017); Fondazione Adolfo Pini, Milan (2017);
Blain|Southern, Berlin (2016); Deweer Gallery, Belgium (2016); Kunst Haus
Wien (2016); Blain|Southern, London (2015); Kunsthal 44 Møen, Askeby,
Denmark (2014); Kunsthalle Mannheim (2011); Kunstmuseum Stuttgart (2009)
and Yapı Kredi Kazım Taşkent Art Gallery, Istanbul (2009). Important group

What made me feel better during the

exhibitions include documenta 14 (2017); Bucharest Biennial (2016); Lentos

pandemic has been the calm nocturnal

Museum Linz (2016); Palais de Tokyo, Paris (2015); Fondazione MAXXI, Rome

atmosphere of the city, rather than a movie,

(2015); Centre Pompidou, Paris (2015); Museo d’Arte Moderna, Bologna (2015);

poem or artwork. Listening to the whisper of

Martin Gropius Bau, Berlin (2014); Istanbul Museum of Modern Art (2013);

the wind in trees in the park, feeling myself, my

Whitechapel Gallery, London (2013); Arter, Istanbul (2011); Schirn Kunsthalle,

breath, the chill on my skin when most of the

Frankfurt am Main (2009); Taipei Biennial (2008) and Istanbul Biennial (2007).

people are asleep… Thanks to that, I could

He lives and works in Berlin.

remember how precious life is.

Yasemin Özcan
Desire
2020
Stoneware
Dimensions variable

Yasemin Özcan
Tek Kişisin, Sana Yeter
2016
Brass cast sculpture
13 x 13 x 22,5 cm

Yasemin Özcan (b. 1974, Istanbul). She graduated from the Department of
Ceramics and Glass Design at Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University. Her solo
exhibitions include Dead-end of Bliss, artSümer, Istanbul (2016); What is
it that you’re worried about?, with Banu Cennetoğlu, RODEO, Istanbul
(2012); Threehundredandone, Apartment Project, Tünel, Istanbul (2009);
Elmaslı Apt., Elmaslı Apartment, Tünel, Istanbul (2004). Her works have been
exhibited in several museums and institutions, some of which are Galerie
Nord-Kunstverein Tiergarten; nGbK Berlin; SALT Beyoğlu; WKV Stuttgart;
Secession-Vienna; Arter; CCS Bard-New York; Istanbul Museum of Modern
Art; Total Museum of Contemporary Art; Bochum Museum; DEPO and
Ludwig Forum Museum. Yasemin Özcan lives and works in Istanbul.

Güçlü Öztekin
Untitled
2021
Mixed media on craft paper
175 x 195 cm

to be honest, the pandemic didn’t effect my
daily life much. but there was rather a visit
to the olden times, I rejoined with two works
that hit me in my youth. one is the Cassavetes
movie A Woman Under the Influence, the
other is robert musil’s man without qualities.
kaplankadilak
Güçlü Öztekin (b. 1978, Eskişehir). He graduated from the Department of
Painting at Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University in 2003. His most recent solo
exhibitions are Tupsy Turvy! Selpakla Gorili Bitirdim!, Dirimart, Istanbul
(2017); Everything’s Tickling Each Other, Krinzinger Projekte, Vienna (2012)
and kAPLANKADİLAk–He Was a Nasty Man But He Washed His Hands
Obsessively, Rampa, Istanbul (2010). Together with HA ZA VU ZU, he took
part in various group exhibitions, during which he enacted performances
and showed his works in the 10th Istanbul Biennial (2007); Lokaal01, Anvers
(2008); the Bovisa Triennial, Milan (2008); Rotterdamse Schouwburg,
Rotterdam (2008); Mercy, Liverpool (2008); Kaserne, Basel (2008); 10th Lyon
Biennial (2009); 10th International Baltic Art Triennial, Vilnius (2009); and
For Whom Is It Too Late Today? – Between Stamp and Mars, Frac des Pays
de la Loire, Carquefou (2009). Güçlü Öztekin designed an installation titled
WORLBMON together with Güneş Terkol for the 16th edition of Istanbul
Biennial in 2019. He lives and works in Istanbul.

Nilbar Güreş
Breasts, Çırçır Series
2010
C-print
117 x 176 cm

Nilbar Güreş
Webcam-sex, Queer Couple, Anal Fisting
2012
Mixed media on paper
85 x 105 cm

Nilbar Güreş (b. 1977, Istanbul). She graduated from the Department of Painting at
Marmara University Faculty of Fine Arts and completed a master’s degree at the
Department of Painting and Graphics at Vienna Fine Arts Academy, afterwards
she studied Art and Textile Pedagogy at the University of Applied Arts Vienna. Her
selected solo exhibitions are Sour as a Lemon, Pasquart Kunsthaus, Biel (2021);
Magnet and the Moon, Galerist, Istanbul (2019); Lovers, Badischer Kunstverein,
Karlsruhe (2019); Overhead, Lentos Kunstmuseum, Linz (2018); Heartache of
a Stone, Galerie Martin Janda, Vienna (2017); Open Phone Booth, The Israeli
Center for Digital Art, Holon (2016); Jesuiten Foyer, Vienna (2014); Pink Is The New
Black, Osmos, New York (2013); Nilbar Wien-Na, Galerie Martin Janda, Vienna
(2013); Open Phone Booth, Rampa, Istanbul (2013); Self-Defloration, Künstlerhaus
Stuttgart (2011); Nilbar Güreş, Undressing, EIKON ScAUfenster: quartier21 /
MuseumsQuartier, Vienna (2011); Nilbar Güreş, Rampa, Istanbul (2011); Nilbar
Güreş: Window Commission 2010, Institute of International Visual Art, London
(2010) and Unknown Sports, Indoor Exercises, Salzburger Kunstverein (2009).
Her selected group exhibitions are Yokohama Triennial (2020); SESC_VIDEOBRASIL,
21st Contemporary Art Biennial, São Paulo (2019); The Way Beyond Art, Van
Abbe Museum, Eindhoven (2017); The Future Is Already Here – It’s Just Not

In the United States when you go to the

Evenly Distributed, 20th Sidney Biennale (2016); Rainbow in the Dark, Malmö

cinema they say “have fun.” However, art

Konstmuseum (2015); AGITATIONISM, EVA International Ireland’s Biennial, Limerick

always discomforts me. No artwork makes

City (2014); Zeichen, Gefangen im Wunder. Auf der Suche nach Istanbul heute,

me feel good, it only provokes complicated,

MAK Vienna; Kunstverein Hannover (2013); Envy, Enmity, Embarrassment, Arter,

critical feelings in me. All I know is getting

Istanbul (2013); 6th Berlin Biennial (2010) and What Keeps Mankind Alive?, 11th

close in life spooks me, for it makes

Istanbul Biennial (2009). She lives and works in Vienna and Istanbul.

us vulnerable.

Halil Ege Doğramacı
I and Them
2020
Oil on steel panel
150 x 100 cm

Halil Ege Doğramacı (b. 1996, Eskişehir). He graduated from the Department
of Sociology at Boğaziçi University. He uses different materials to make
sculptures, paintings, and installations. He also focuses on new media art
and digital modeling. He aims to mix classical shapes with contemporary
techniques. His works focus mainly on figurative aesthetics. Alongside his
figurative sculptures, he works on installations that encourage the spectator
to feel a collective environment. His works are acquired by personal
collections and public spaces. Halil Ege Doğramacı lives and works
in Istanbul.

A scene from Territory’s video clip.

The Blaze’s song Territory has been really helpful for me in this process. As a matter
of fact, my relation to this song has a long story. In the past, I used to dance with
this song, it made me just happy. But now, the feeling is more nostalgia, an unfulfilled
happiness, perhaps a little bit of hope. In the video clip, the story of a man who
returns to his native city is narrated. Having lived far away for some time, the
character returns home, mingles with his family and friends. It reminds me that I
am far away from the crowds. And also, it gives me the hope of returning, a feeling
experienced by that character.

Left: Berke Yazıcıoğlu
Untitled
2017
Ink on paper
45 x 60 cm
Right: Berke Yazıcıoğlu
Untitled
2016
Ink and collage on paper
35 x 45 cm

Berke Yazıcıoğlu (b. 1992, Istanbul). He received his BFA from the School of
the Art Institute of Chicago. In 2016 he moved to London where he conducts
his works with the support of the Alexander McQueen Foundation. His
recent clients include The New Yorker, Wired, Taschen, Prada, and Chanel.
He lives and works in London.

Larry Heard, photo: Robin Lanaanen

I listened to Larry Heard a lot during the
lockdown. A house DJ from Chicago.
His tracks remind me of hanging around
crowded bars and restaurants with
my friends, especially in Chicago.
I miss those kind of nights.

Ayça Telgeren
Last Day of the Spring
2019
Concrete
30 x 110 x 66 cm

Ayça Telgeren
First Encounter After Breakup
2019
Video, 49“

Ayça Telgeren (b. 1975, Gölcük). She received her undergraduate and
graduate degrees from the Department of Painting at Mimar Sinan Fine Arts
University. She has been extensively exhibited in Turkey and abroad. She has
been a member of the HAH artist collective since 2017. She lives and
works in Istanbul.

CANAN
Buradasın Zaten
2010
Fineart Print on Hahnemühle Photo Rag Bayrta
68 x 84 cm

CANAN

CANAN

Uzak Orman Yakın Şehir / Heybeli I

Uzak Orman Yakın Şehir / Bomonti III

2015

2015

Fineart Print on Hahnemühle Photo Rag Bayrta

Fineart Print on Hahnemühle Photo Rag Bayrta

63 X 103 cm

63 X 103 cm

CANAN (b. 1970). She graduated from the Department of Painting at
Marmara University Faculty of Fine Arts. Her selected solo shows include
Endearment, Divinement, Contentment, Daire Galeri, Istanbul (2019); Behind
Mount Qaf, Arter Space for Art, Istanbul (2017); Shining Darkness, Rampa
Galeri, Istanbul (2016); I beg you, please do not speak to me of love, Galeri
Siyah Beyaz, Ankara (2014); Turkish Delight, Galeri X-ist, Istanbul (2014);
Even A Cat Has Mustache, Galeri X-ist, Istanbul (2010); Segregate, Kibela
Multimedia Center, Maribor (2010); Bahname, Masa Project, Istanbul (2007);
Behind the Curtains, Festival De Rode Loper, Amsterdam (2006); Eyes
cannot cognize, KBH Kunstall, Copenhagen (2006); Behind the Curtains, 9th
International Istanbul Biennial Parallel Project (2005); Es war einmal, Laden
No:5, Bad Ems (2003); Finally you are in me, Tabela, Istanbul (2000); Dreams,
Faces, Plotters (Curator: Beral Madra), Rahmi Koç Museum, Istanbul (1997).
A scene from Amour

Two movies came to my mind. One is Haneke’s Amour (2012). I’s about a paralyzed
woman who wants to die and his husband, a couple in their 80’s. The husband’s
endeavor to make his wife live, his care, was very impressive for me. The story of these
two people who are very close to each other but also far, was very moving. And another
movie, Life is Beautiful (1997). Directed by Roberto Benigni, the movie tells the story of a
father and son locked up by the SS in fascist Germany, the relationship between them
and them and their relation to other people. Two impressive movies about
the lack of intimacy.

She lives and works in Istanbul.

Can Küçük
İkisi
2015
Wood
70 x 30 x 30 cm; 80 x 30 x 30 cm

Can Küçük (d. 1993). (b. 1993). His recent group exhibitions include Hav Hav

Yukio Mishima novels.

Hav Hav Hav, Pilot Galeri, Istanbul (2020); Closed Doors, ArtOda, Museum

At moments I feel distant to people, nothing

Evliyagil, Ankara (2019); Positive Space, Operation Room, Istanbul (2018);

can exactly replace that lack of human

A Day at the Hotel, Zilberman Gallery, Istanbul (2018); Burnt Palaces, PILOT,

affection. As time passes, that kind of lack of

Istanbul (2018); Genetically Modified, Spring, Sharjah Biennial, Istanbul (2017)

intimacy makes itself really felt: the thing I try

and Oxytocin: Experiments on Trust, Haydarpaşa Train Station, Istanbul

to replace becomes something that signifies

(2016). He lives and works in Istanbul.

that lack. Things become different, become
more interchangeable. That’s why intimacies I
establish with things—one or another—always
occupy some space in my mind, help me get
rid of this sense of deprivation. I feel myself
close to Yukio Mishima, for he writes about
interchangeable intimacies with different
intensities, durations, and kinds by generally
focusing on one person. I can make a sense
of my feelings with the help of a character
who exists in a far away place and time. In
short, that is a sense of intimacy that I feel
not because it can fill the place of the lacking
one but because it can well explain intimacy/
Yukio Mişima, Dalgaların Sesi ve
Şafak Tapınağı, Can Yayınları.

deprivation itself.

Gözde İlkin
Toz Fırtınası
2021
Mixed media on textile
113,5 x 162 cm

I put here happy days. For now, they seem to be far, but who knows, perhaps you can

Ma chérie, I imagine a rope that would

just reach out and touch them in a moment

connect Tetuan to your Endagin. The other

Birhan Keskin’s “Kargo” in her collection titled Fakir Kene [Poor Tick] published by

end will be tied to your finger and whenever

Metis, is a poem I visit time to time, it reminds me that the times, the moments I yearn

I pull the rope from the other side of the

for are actually always with me, within me. And Sema Kaygusuz, in her novel Yüzünde

Gibraltar, to make you remind that you left a

Bir Yer [A Place on Your Face; published with the title Every Fire You Tend] narrates an

loved one behind, you’ll feel it. I wish you were

uncanny sense of intimacy inherited from the past, carried by unknown losses, pains.

here with me.

Every single sentence of this novel reminds me the way of creating distances, stories

(…)

close by talking to nature, touching the soul of stone, of earth, things that we

She can’t know how one who doesn’t have a

re-learn in these times.
Such stones speak louder than humans sometimes. (…) When you touch stones, I am
cooled; a refreshing inebriation spreads through me. Stones, whether from beaches,
riverbeds, or hillsides, let you fathom the possibility of becoming one with the universe.
Because a stone is a different kind of thing. It is an outsider. It shows no sign of its
inner will. An enormous boulder can be made into a monument by humankind, yet it
is never anything more than what it already is: plain rock. And yet, thanks to that rock,
the reverberations of humankind resound across space and time. (Every Fire You Tend,
trans. Nicholas Glastonbury).
Melania G. Mazzucco, in her novel O, Öyle Sevgiliydi [Lei così amata] published by
Yapı Kredi Publishing tells the story of Annemarie who in her suitcase carries different
geographies, stories, experiences, loves, languages, richness and poverty, senses of
being a woman and a man in the World War II. It reminds the joy of travelling, exploring;
the times when the destination is where one is transformed into her home; and most
importantly every thing far can be connected to each other with an imaginary rope.

place to return—a home, country, nothing—
feels. Since what matters cannot fit in a
suitcase, she takes only two suitcases with
her, filled with insignificant things, therefore
she can’t know how one who escaped from
her life, her past feels. (…) One who gets away,
who crosses over many many, different roads
than others can never return, can only travel
further away.

Michael Marder’s Toz [Dust] published by Ithaki Publishing scrutinizes our relation to

Gözde İlkin (b. 1981, Kütahya) completed her undergraduate studies in the

dust that defines the formation of the universe, the flow of time, that takes the form of

Department of Painting at Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University in 2004 and her

every visible thing, via mental and physical distances. It was one of the readings that

graduate studies in the Department of Painting at Marmara University Faculty

constituted the ground of the form and sense of my work Dust Storm.

of Fine Arts in 2012. Her selected solo exhibitions include Stand Alone and

Moreover, when dust is deposited in higher concentrations, our relation to it

Altogether, artSümer Gallery, Istanbul (2019); As the roots spoke, the cracks

approximates touch, instead of vision, as it further narrows down the distances

deepen, MAC/VAL Val-De- Marne Contemporary Art Museum, Paris (2019);

upon which sight depends.(…) It immerses us in immanence, sealing off the gap for

Organized Habitation, Galerie Paris-Beijing, Paris (2019);

transcendent aspirations. And it creates a situation where the seeing and the seen

The Trap, Gypsum Gallery, Cairo (2016); Stained Estate, Françoise Heitsch

are materially entwined, both because it hails from the bodies of the subject and the

Gallery, Munich (2015); Please clear the dance floor!, artSümer, Istanbul

object alike and because it hesitates on the threshold between a visible surface and the

(2010). Her selected group shows include The Event of a Thread: Global

invisible precondition of sight.

Narratives in Textiles (Curators: Susanne Weiß, Inka Gressel, and Öykü

And Darien Leader’s El [Hand] looks at our activities towards defining physical and

Özsoy), Istanbul Museum of Modern Art (2019); A Good Neighbour, 15th

mental conversations, distances and intimacies, from the world we construct with our

Istanbul Biennale (Curators: Elmgreen & Dragset), Pera Museum, Istanbul

hands. It is a reading on our hands that are our first tools of contact with the outer

(2017); Spaceliner (Curator: Barbara Heinrich), Arter, Istanbul (2015) and

world starting with birth, following scientific, psychological, and mythological traces,

Journey Wanderings in Contemporary Turkey, Espace Culturel Louis

with examples from movies and books. It was another reading that paved the way

Vuitton, Paris (2012). She has participated in artist residencies at the

to the form and sense of my work Dust Storm. In a space where the bodies of the

MAC VAL Museum, Vitry-sur-Seine, Paris; Pioneer Works, New York; Cité

child and the mother confusingly interlace, this transitive object provides a constant

Internationale des Arts, Paris, and Künstlerhaus Bremen. She participates in

point: neither my mother nor me. It presents a path that would get detailed, subtle

the 13th Gwangju Biennial, South Korea (Artistic directors: Defne Ayas and

throughout the course of life: a way of being somewhere else thanks to the thing we

Natasha Ginwala). Gözde İlkin lives and works in Istanbul.

hold in our hands.

Güneş Terkol
Couldn’t believe what she heard
2015
Embroidery on fabric
Dimensions variable

Güneş Terkol
Thnis summer I forgot walking
2015
Amylum
12 x 8 cm each

Güneş Terkol (b. 1981, Ankara) graduated from the Department of Painting at
Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University in 2004, then received a Master’s degree in
the Art and Design Department at Yıldız Technical University in 2008. Among
her solo exhibitions are A Duo, Krank Art Gallery, Istanbul (2020); She Was
Not There and She Couldn’t Believe Her Ears, Galeri Nev, Ankara (2019); My
Home is My Heart, Krank Art Gallery, Istanbul (2017); Holographic Recording,
NON Gallery Istanbul (2014) and Dreams on the River, Organhause,
Chongqing (2011). Her current group shows include Protext!, Centro Pecci
(2020); Crystal Clear, Pera Museum, Istanbul (2020); WORLBMON, 16th
Istanbul Biennial (2019); The Mahalla Festival, Malta (2018); In Pursuit of the
Present, Istanbul Museum of Modern Art (2018); Ladies’ Paradise, Grace
Belgravia, London (2018); Leaden Circles Dissolved in the Air, Elgiz Museum,
Istanbul (2018); Home is where the heart is, Galerie Paris-Beijing, Paris
(2018); Roamers, French Cultural Center, Istanbul (2017); ArtNight, London
(2017); Intercerteza Viva, 32nd São Paulo Biennial (2016); Istanbul. Passion,
Joy, Fury, MAXXI, National Museum of XXI Century Arts Rome (2016); 10th
Gwangju Biennial, South Korea (2014); Better Homes, Sculpture Center, New
York (2013); Whitechapel Gallery, London (together with Ha Za Vu Zu) (2013);

I would like to share a song which made me

Signs Taken in Wonder, MAK, Vienne (2012); Dream and Reality, Istanbul

enjoy my time at home.

Museum of Modern Art (2012). Güneş Terkol lives and works in Istanbul.

I like 2 Stay Home–R. Stevie Moore

Celal Tutant
Koltuktaki
1986
Oil on canvas
50 x 64 cm

Celal Tutant (1910–1994). He graduated from the Department of Literature at
Ankara Gazi Institute for Education. His works were exhibited in Beyoğlu City
Gallery (1963); Ankara Fine Arts Gallery (1967), Harbiye Modern Gallery (1968)
and Kayaalp Art Gallery (1987).

Nuri Bilge Ceylan
Sleepless Night
2008
Archival Inkjet print
136 x 180 cm

Nuri Bilge Ceylan (b.1959, Istanbul). He graduated from the Department of
Electrical Engineering at Boğaziçi University and studied cinema at
Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University for two years. After a short film titled
Cocoon in 1995, his Small Town and Clouds of May were screened at the
Berlin Film Festival. With his subsequent films Distant, Climates, Three
Monkeys and Once Upon a Time in Anatolia, he won the Grand Jury Prize
(twice), Best Director, Best Actor, and the FIPRESCI Prize at the Cannes Film
Festival. His film Winter Sleep (2014) received the Palme d’Or, the highest
prize awarded at the festival. He shot The Wild Pear Tree in 2018. He lives
and works in Istanbul.

Cihan Öncü
Garden of Pallazzo di Venezzia
2019
Fineart print on aluminium
100 x 140 cm

Cihan Öncü (b. 1986, Adıyaman). He graduated from the Primary School
Teacher Education Programme at Dokuz Eylül University in 2010. Creating
various series since 2017, Öncü’s photography that reflects his inner world,
a plain visual aesthetic, comprises of domestic pictures in which daily life
objects play the leading role. Those scenes that function, in a way, as a tool
for inward look thanks to the sense of intimacy they convey to the viewer
are compositions founded on the dynamic relations and harmony between
different elements. Every single photo, with their unique color palette,
indicates a moment in which the motion is halted: It invites the viewer to
hear the sound and odor. Although this invitation doesn’t allow a room for
the viewer’s imagination, it makes his attention permanent. In Öncü’s works,
relations and harmony among objects and between the objects and humans
who are in interaction with them, gives a dynamism to his compositions. Yet,
however those photos are dynamic, cheerful, and playful, they point to a
vulnerable world. Cihan Öncü lives and works in Istanbul.

Sabri Berkel
Untitled
Mixed media on cardboard
34 x 42,5 cm

Sabri Berkel (b. 1907, Skopje). He graduated from the Belgrade School of
Fine Arts in 1928. He studied fresco and engraving at the Academy of Fine
Arts, Florence in 1929–35, in the Felice Carena Studio. He taught at the State
Academy of Fine Arts (today’s Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University) in 1939–1977.
Appointed to Paris in 1947 by the state to study book print techniques,
Berkel attended the André Lhote Studio. He joined the Independent Painters
and Sculptures Association, and later the d Group. He served as the head of
the Department of Painting of the Academy in 1965–69. He was awarded the
grand prize in the 22nd State Painting and Sculpture Exhibition in 1961 with
his painting titled Composition No 1. A Sabri Berkel Retrospective was held
in 1989 at the Atatürk Culture Center. In 1991, the artist was honored with
the State Artist title. Berkel’s works were exhibited in the 1957 and 1963 São
Paulo Biennials and in 1958 and 1962 Venice Biennials.
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